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“Crumby Faith” 
Rev. Lou Nyiri 
 
I wonder if you have seen the commercial – it’s probably a year or so old by now – it’s a Dad 
trying to vacuum the car.  Every time he sucks up a Cheerio another takes up residence on the 
floor.  Pan up to see a cute, impish toddler grinning as he chucks another Cheerio.  It’s a game 
of running back and forth to vacuum up Cheerios from each side of the car.  Every time the Dad 
turns around there are more crumbs on the upholstery.  No matter how hard he tries…he can’t 
keep up with the mess! 
 
I smile at this commercial because sometimes, I feel like that Dad.  I get crumbs cleaned up in 
one place of my life only to find more in another part of life.  Case in point, this past weekend 
we took down our Christmas Tree and behind the radiator I found pine needles from last year’s 
tree.  Over the past 17 years, we have spent a lot of time cleaning up crumbs…especially when 
our now almost adult child was a toddler – crunched Cheerios here; smashed Goldfish crackers 
over there; and how in the world did a pizza crust end up over there?!.  In fact, the crumbs may 
just be the one good reason we have a dog.  It hits the floor, paws come running and it’s 
cleaned up “easy-peasy.” 
 
While this can be a reality of life, it is also a metaphor for life.  We find ourselves cleaning up 
crumbs…in our cars, our kitchens, and in our personal lives.  The bumper sticker might read, 
“Crumbs Happen!” 
 
In today’s text, we encounter one of Jesus’ most well-known miracle stories – the feeding of the 
5,000.  Considering the number of woman and children who were most likely present it was 
probably way more than 5,000 – perhaps even 10 or 11,000 who were fed that day. 
 
The fish were probably some little sardines carried by a young boy whose mother had packed 
him for lunch.  The Greek word used to describe the fish is “very small” – better translated “itty-
bitty / tiny.”  It’s a brilliant semantic counterpoint to the enormous gift of grace Jesus bestows 
on the gathered group.  Some 10,000-hungry people are fed with ordinary barley loaves and a 
few tiny sardines…. every one was satisfied…every one had enough! 
 
Jesus – the bread of life – knew the importance of feeding followers with both physical & 
spiritual bread.  He taught it in the great prayer of faith, “Give us our daily bread.”   
 
The gathered people had come great distances to hear Jesus and he had compassion on the 
people because they were hungry and had not eaten.  He inquires as to what’s available and 
the answer is 5 loaves and 2 fish.  He gives thanks & doles out the gift to his disciples who feed 
the people.   
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Feeding the multitudes is bound to leave a trail of crumbs.  So, when the crowd’s hunger is 
satisfied, the disciples are instructed to gather up the leftover pieces. 
 
The feeding of the 5,000, then, is also a story of picking up the crumbs. 
 
The disciples are sent back out into the crowd to pick up crumbs and crusts of leftover bread.  
They gather up the fragments so that nothing will be lost & they fill 12 baskets. 
This is an act of worship! 
 
In a wonderful little book, The Worshipping Life, Rev. Lisa Hickman writes how our entire lives 
are to be acts of worship.  Everything we do – not just Sundays – the entire rhythm of our days 
is to be about the worship of God. 
 
She writes, “Christ’s call to gather the crumbs is a call to worship.  It was a call to remember 
what had taken place that day.  The gathering of the thousands.  The proclaiming that all would 
be fed.  The responding of the little boy to share his loaves and fish.  The sealing of the Holy 
Spirit in a blessing.  The breaking.  The giving.  The reality of more than enough for each person 
there.” 
 
Worship happened as the disciples gathered around the Word made flesh and as they gathered 
up the crumbs. 
 
Today, we are also Christ’s disciples called to gather around & worship the Word made flesh.  
Like those first disciples, we gather around Jesus to be taught, fed, nurtured, healed and given 
hope. 
 
However, if we’re honest, we often feel like we ought to come to worship crumb free.  We 
want to be cleaned up, pressed out, dusted off and shiny for God.  God, however, wants us to 
show up in worship crumbs and all – to be fully present with all the stuff that is our lives – to 
haul it all in here. 
 
Candace and I have a friend from seminary who adopted 2 children from Cambodia.  She 
brought them home to America when they were about 18 months old.  One of the children who 
is now in his 20’s was always walking around the house holding onto a cracker.  The cracker he 
held onto would leave a trail of crumbs in those first few months of adjusting to his new life. 
 
While most kids clutched a teddy bear or blanket to fall asleep at night, he held onto a Teddy 
Graham cracker or saltine in his toddler sized fist.  He needed to be assure of food and 
nurturance – that he would have enough to survive. 
 
People would say to our friend, “Are you sure you should let him do that?”  “Won’t he get 
crumbs all over the sheets and in his hair?”  Our friend would say, “No, it’s fine.  The crumbs are 
reminders that everything is going to be okay.  Those remnants are reminders that my son’s 
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needs will be met and that he is safe.”  Every morning she shook out the covers and gathered 
the crumbs as a form of reminding prayer to be thankful for the gift of these beautiful children. 
 
Here in worship, we gather our crumbs together to be reminded that – like loaves and fishes 
multiplying – we have met the bread of life in Jesus the Christ the very one who can create 
miracles out of the ordinary. 
 
We bring our ordinary day-to-day moments and lives to God as an offering.  We bring our 
calendars, grocery lists, report cards, homework, financial statements, our smart phones and 
day-planners – we bring the stuff we have done and the stuff we have left undone – we bring 
our whole beings – body, mind and spirit. 
 
In the movie One True Thing, Meryl Streep plays a terminally ill mother named Katherine who 
at the beginning of the movie is excitedly planning a family gathering.  It’s going to be a family 
birthday party to which family members are asked to come in costume.  All but one agrees to 
play along – a daughter.  The party does not go according to plan.  Katherine tries to hide her 
disappointment as the unwilling daughter half-heartedly helps set the table.  At the pinnacle of 
this encounter, a china plate flies off the table and shatters into many tiny pieces – a glaring 
reminder that the gathering is not going well. 
 
Katherine, however, doesn’t just sweep up the mess – she takes the jagged pieces of her once 
beautiful plate and asks her daughter to save them because they are important to her.  Later in 
the movie, though weak from radiation, Katherine takes those broken pieces of china and 
creates a mosaic.  The broken pieces are redeemed into an artwork which becomes a prayerful, 
worshipful time for Katherine.  This act becomes a time for healing. 
 
We gather weekly in worship because life can feel crummy – and sharp – and jagged.   
When all we see are broken pieces – in our lives & world – we must remember that there is a 
miracle in there somewhere. 
In what might appear to be a fragmented, disjointed existence, worship is the place we find 
ourselves put together by the One who brings calm out of chaos. 
To be with the One who gathers us in to glue us back together. 
We go forth then to share this news with others and invite them along on the journey. 
 
We are God’s people …  

called to take notice …  
to gather up the crumbs …  

to worship God with our whole hearts …  
to gather around the One who makes us whole! 

      
Alleluia & Amen! 


